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self-assembled ferroelectric films on Silicon. Find the right style, size, and fabric for your
products.. Geometry, size, and orientation of a window can have an impact on the size of
the sunroof opening, but the.Wednesday, June 3, 2010 Cheers! We had some amazing
weather yesterday. It was the day after the big rain storm and I thought it would turn back
into a nice fall-like day with more rain but it turned out to be a perfect day. Joel was very
excited to go running and I let him run three laps around the neighborhood because the
race might get canceled due to the rain. Since we were watching the boys at church I put
on a CD from my youth to keep me in the mood. I was about to change it to another one
when I heard a familiar song come on by songwriter Jay Normile. (I also like to listen to the
alt rock that plays through the speakers at church.) My husband was right behind me and
suggested that we listen to some of Jay Normile's other songs. I was hesitant because I
hadn't heard anything by him and I was afraid to like anything he wrote because it was too
repetitive but when I heard songs with the words 'cheers' and'sweet' I couldn't resist! When
I found out that 'Cheers' is a film company that produces movies I was like, "yes please!"
Then I found out that 'Cheers' used to be the name of a bar where I used to work so I
became intrigued and ordered a bunch of his CDs on iTunes. I'm not a big fan of country
music but I like Jay Normile's songs the best. I love listening to him sing over these songs.
He's got a great voice and his songs are a welcome change from the rest of the country
music out there. I couldn't help to be drawn into 'Cheers'. I listened to the music in the
background while I spent time with the boys. They are a lot like me and love hearing his
songs. They seemed to be right up my alley. And the lyrics made me want to cheer and sing
along. I kept telling them that I was going to be the loudest 'cheer' and they looked at me
like I was
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